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What is your ideal
quality of life? Think
about all aspects of

your life in a
connected way.

Who are the key
people you can count
on to support you?
Which relationships
and collaborations
would you like to

nurture?

you to

Which
and

you
like

beliefs,
mindset, habits
learned behaviors do

need
What will life feel

when do?

shift?

and

youHow can best
nurture your innate
creativity
innovation?

How can
you

your
Which activities

boost energy?
Which sap your
energy?

use your
energy where it
can have most

effect?

Which

your
you

tools best allow
to plan and

manage daily
routine? What changes
would allow you to be
more effective? This
could be techniques,
tech, off-line tools etc

to

and
your

daily

to

etc

When are the
optimum times
make the most of

ability get
started keep
going? Think about

routines and
commitments,
seasonal factors,
energy levels

the

to
your

Describe a time
you have been

resilient, bouncing
back after a

setback. How can
you use

knowledge or
strength

overcome future
problems?

How can

your

to

What is most
pressing need in
order thrive?

each of
your important
needs be

supported by
several different
activities, people
and elements?

your

most

of
List all

achievements
the last year
(including

setbacks). Which
have you learned
the from?

What in ofgets the way
you pausing? What

benefits do you gain when
you pause? What

strategies do you have for
slowing down?

Describe a time
when you felt most
alive. How did you
feel? What was
happening at that

time?

(one for each Tree design cycle)phase of the Think like a

ask what the world needs.
Ask what makes

come
go do it.

Because what the have
Howard Thurman

you come alive, and
"Don’t

alive."world needs is people who

Grab a drink, start to ponder…a blanket, a notebook and pens and


